
HIRAMEKI

is a Japanese word which means

 "special print". Hirameki technique

consists on creating some spots, and using 

lines, turn them into what it seems.You can 

make the spots with di�erent paintings 

(watercolours, gouache, etc.) but also with 

everything that stains.

For example, the food. 

I have done Hirameki with

 very very tasty spots!

Do it with me and have fun!

 
 

Fíjate donde se esconde un pingüino

Make a spot with jam, mustard, 

ketchup, whatever is thick but �uid. 

Splash or stain on a sheet of paper. 

 

Look carefully what the spots 
lo

ok
 li

ke
.

Take a picture, print it out 

and start drawing.

 I have join together the two spots

 and I have obtained ...
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With tasty spots, illustrations can also be created

Look at all the stains and characters that have been created with them 20

Imagine your story

 with this drawing



Invent your own drawings with these tasty spots
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Create more drawings with the spots rotated
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Turn these spots into some objects or characters
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Take pictures of your tasty / yummy spots, paste them here and make your drawings

Have loads of fun making the stains with di�erent body parts and very varied food! 24



Take papers of di�erent colours

and stain them with paint 

using your hands or a roller.

Once the ink has dried, 

look closely at the pictures

 that you can �nd in each spot. 

Cut the paper according 

to the image found in the stain.

 It is very fun to look 

for the hidden images!

Complete the drawing with

 a marker or some paintings.

Roller

Paint

Find out who is hiding in the stain...
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With the spots you can create your characters and their stories 

Look at all the stained papers and characters that have been created with them 26

Imagine your story

 with this drawing



Invent your own drawings with these spots.
Look what they look like!
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Create more drawings with the spots rotated
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Turn the spots into totally di�erent drawings!
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Make your spots, cut them out, paste them here and �nish your drawings

It is a fantastic creation! 30



Create your character with

 any of the previous techniques

 and invent a story about it. 

What would you ask

 to your character?

What is your name?

What is your name?
Who do you live with?

Have you got any friends?
Who are they?

What do you like? What do not you like?

Do you have something
 to tell me?

How old are you?
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In answering the questions I have obtained this picture

And you, what story would you invent? 32



Now create your character and ask it all the questions that you want to know about it
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Create your invented story here

To transfer your character here, take a picture of it, print it out, cut it out and paste it wherever you need 34



Enjoy inventing and creating here what you want
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Enjoy inventing and creating here what you want
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Convierte las bolitas en dibujos diferentesTurn the balls in di�erent drawings



Juega dibujando con la familia y los amigosPlay by drawing with your family and with your friends 



If you like fantasy adventures,
if you enjoy inventing, creating, drawing, imagining, 

certainly this book is for you. 

This album is for everyone 
because I am sure that everybody is an Artist at something.

It will help you to create throughout your life, 
seek creative solutions 

as well as look at the world in a magical way.

Here you will �nd the best techniques
 for the development of imagination and fantasy

 which will entertain you making
your own characters and inventing their stories. 

You will be able to do it alone, with family and with friends.

It is also a wonderful gift for a child or an adult.
I wish that you have the best time 
creating together with this book.
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